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Editorial board message to our readers 
 

Dear comrade/Friend, 

As we have informed you prior, the issue, number 62 of the English Bulletin of the Solidarity 
committees with Iranian workers movement –abroad, in its special edition for May Day, had an 
attachment, but due to its large volume, we were forced to publish it separately, and because it was 
more than 70 pages and about 30 Megabytes, we couldn’t email it. Therefore, we have posted it on 
our newly designed Bulletin site, which by visiting our site; you can see and read the above 
mentioned attached file. 

https://alternativeworkersnews.wordpress.com/  Our site address is: 
It is necessary to mention, that our purpose of collection and publishing our work – Alternative 
Workers News, in an attachment, is mainly for recording the documentation in history and archives. 
Because these archives are the reflection of The Iranian workers movement, at international level, 
this level and all forms of support and solidarity, which was received in that historical moment, is 
greatly appreciated. 

We apologize for the delay in publishing the document, which was due to technical problems. We are 
also requesting you, to present these archives to the organizations, parties, and international labor 
organizations. We would appreciate, wholeheartedly, if you could assist us, in introducing our site 
and its publications, by sending it to your friends and comrades, via email list, or by other forms of 
social media. 

Editorial Board of Alternative Workers News-Iran 

 
  About us: “ The Committee in Solidarity with the Iranian Labor Movement - Abroad" consis  of 

solidarity groups and individuals outside of Iran that support Iranian Workers' struggle for: 

(1) Democratic  rights and economic justice ; (2) Exposing anti- labor policies of the Islamic 

Republic  of Iran ; (3) Building bridges between the Iranian and international workers' movements. 

AWNI: solidarityciwm@gmail.com    
 https://alternativeworkersnews.wordpress.com/        

https://t.me/joinchat/AAAAAERghU8t8faNPoLsUQ 
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Statement by a group of workers  
in the National Steel Industry of Ahvaz 

 
 

May first, International Labor Day is a day of solidarity and unity  
to achieve our (worker’s) demands 

 
In advanced, industrial societies workers are looked at, as valuable tools and capital for production 
and progress. But in Iran, due to the absence of progressive labor law and independent unions, 
workers are often under exploitation and misuse by capitalist managers. In Iran, workers and 
producers do not have any contribution regarding nature of economic activities and major policy 
makings. Existing laws are only in favor of owners and managers of capital. Such laws are the cause 
of poverty and misery in the country. 

 Although, working families comprise more 
than half of the population, but absence of 
progressive labor laws and steady influence 
of employers in the sphere of decision 
making, have resulted in increase of 
confrontation between employers and 
workers. Difficulties for workers continue 
and management imposes its will on 
workers,   thus, antagonistic relations  

slogans: we run out of patience by your promises!  

between laborers, and employers have increased.       
                                          
In these conditions, protests and gatherings for workers are the only means to express their problems. 
Unfortunately, Iranian workers are deprived of basic democratic rights and if they act, they face 
violent reactions, threats and even tortures by the security and judicial officials. Workers do not seek 
lawlessness. But if they don’t get their rightful demands, they have no choice, but to protest and 
demonstrate. In this struggle, it is important that workers reach the decision that without unity and 
solidarity, they cannot achieve their rights.  

Unjust wages result in grave difficulties for workers. Continuance of such problems indicates that 
absence of unity and solidarity between workers and labor groups around the country undercuts life 
conditions for working people. Starting point to construct labor solidarity is to increase connections 
between workers from every trade and industry and use their experiences to empower the labor 
movement. Nowadays, the only way to confront oppression against workers is to build unity among 
workers. May first, is a day that all workers should unite with one voice and demand their rights in 
order to be able to determine their destiny. 

A group of workers in National Steel Industry of Ahvaz 

April 26, 2018   
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 Workers said: "We have gathered in front of the building of various state institutions in the province 
and the city for more than a month in protest against the non-payment of our arrears, and today, by 
placing our tents in front of the factory entrance, we have called for the authorities to come forward 
with solutions. 

An employee of the Qazvin Steel Plant closed 
the factory gates to protesting workers and 
refused to allow them to enter the factory, 
while they put a large notice out for hiring He 
added: "We will continue to protest as long as 
the factory managers and local and provincial 
authorities do not handle request and do not 
give us a reasonable respond 

Increasing factory problems has led the 
employer to offer a contract to a number of 
workers. A few days ago, about 100 workers 
were fired from the factory, which, with the 
protest, they and other workers returned to 

their former jobs. Last April (April 27th), the employer also prevented 4 workers to go to work on 
ground of their role in leading the work force to protest. 

Workers added: Since the company's Silk Road, the official exploiters of Qazvin and Pars Arman 
Steel companies, have shrunk, the company's situation has deteriorated, and workers' job security has 
been lost due to one-and-three-day contracts. 

According to Qazvin's protest workers, the workers' contract of the factory has been one to three days 
since the beginning of the year, and there are no pay arrears and insurance payments for workers. 

According to these workers, at present the workers of this plant, apart from current demands, demand 
from the former employer about 5 to 7 million Tomans (equal to $US1000 to 1400), which, under the 
rules of assignment, must  be taken over responsibility by the new employer. 

They say: "since the last follow-up with the employer, we did not hear any clear answer to our 
demands, so we had to continue our struggle till we achieve our lost rights." 

 

Representatives of the  

International Labor Organization (ILO) in Iran 
    

The joint meeting of representatives of the International Labor Organization(ILO) and anti-workers 
'organizations of the Iranian Workers House’ (khaneh e kargar) was held on the morning of April 24, 
2018, at the Central Union of Employees Consumers' Cooperatives in the presence of three 
representatives of the organization, Ditti Anders (responsible for the ILO contracts), Castro (ILO 
Labor Law Officer) and Sanchir (ILO Employer Affairs, for the purpose of so-called familiarization 
with the workers 'organizations of the Iranian Workers' House (Khaneh e Kargar).  
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It was not unexpected that in this meeting, Alireza Mahjub (Secretary-General of the Workers House 
(Khaneh Kargar) and chair of the Labor bloc in parliament), Mohammad Hamzahi (International 
Affairs Directorate of the Workers' House (Khaneh e Kargar of Iran), and Soheila Jelodarzadeh 
(member of the Central Council Workers 'House (Khaneh e Kargar), Chair of the Women's Workers' 
Union and Parliamentary Representative) were involved in deception, and all their insistent and plans 
to show the rightless, poverty stricken, unemployed, and  deprived tens of millions of employed and 
unemployed workers be reported inversely in vain.  

But we the workers direct our questions towards appeasement and hypocrites of the World Labor 
Organization so comfortably for reaching their inhumane interest for profit and trades with holders of 
power and wealth, made themselves deaf and blind and stupidly pretend that they have no complaints 
and neither have they seen, nor  heard the protest of the oppressed workers in Iran. 

Ditti Anders (responsible for the ILO contracts), eye to eye of Iranian labour, in violations and 
breaches of Conventions 87 and 98 by regime of 
Iran which emphasizes the establishment of 
independent labor organizations, passes by with 
shame, and with a gesture of ignorance, along 
with his two other partners, talking at the table 
with Iranian representative who are the 
fundamental rights’ violators of Iranian workers. 

Whereas, many times, letters of complaint and 
written complaints from independent labor organizations have been sent to their organization (ILO) 
for the violations of the ILO Conventions 87 and 98 by the Iranian government , and regarding the 
suppression of labor protests and threats, arrests and imprisonments of labor activists for membership 
in independent labor organizations and foe the defense of workers' rights by judicial, security and law 
enforcement agencies with false accusations, such as actions against national security. Letter have 
been written to ILO and many times, letters have been received by the ILO directly or indirectly from 
independent labor organizations, requesting the expulsion of representative of workers from the 
Labor House (Khaneh e Kargar), a governmental and anti-labor organization, shamelessly, they are 
glad to meet the officials of the Ministry of Labor and representative from the Workers House 
(Khaneh e Kargar) Groups.., 

This pretended deaf and blinds of world labor organization, won’t see the letters of the independent 
labor organizations to their organization, which specifically calls for the expulsion of Workers House 
(Khaneh e Kargar) representatives, which is a state-owned and totally anti-worker organization, do 
not care about the disasters that caused over the four decades, by the agents of the anti-workers' 
organization in the field of espionage and direct participation in the crackdown on workers and in 
imposing in particular wages at five times below the poverty line, and they continue to insist on 
supporting this anti-worker body and its membership in the World Labor Organization, so that they 
can continue to hold political and economic interest-bearing relationships of the one percent in their 
respective countries, and in this way, without care continue the suppression of labor protests, the 
arrest and imprisonment of labor activists and, consequently, the worsening of the further destruction 
of the lives of the majority of human workers in Iran. 

We are still asking the World Labor Organization and the delegates sent to Iran to give more than this 
appeasement to provide their poor interests in exchange for ignoring the oppression that the 
government and employers apply to the Iranian workers, and hear the voice of protest of Iranian 
workers who have filled all the squares and streets of the cities at present. 

  


